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Legend

Martial Arts - Tiger Style

Crimson Leaping Cat Technique
Core, p. 431

Steal a point of Initiative from an enemy upon a
successful rush. When making an attack before the
end of the next round, extra successes on the rush

are applied as bonus dice to the attack.

Tiger Form
Core, p. 431/432

Double up to (Strength) extra successes when calculating
raw damage. Take no penalties for fighting while prone.

Improved rush actions.
Terrestrial: Lower doubling of successes, see book.

Celestial Tiger Hide
Core, p. 432

Add Strength to natural soak, and gain Hardness. Add +2
to those values against attacks from long/extreme range.

Prematurely end this Charm to defend against a
decisive attack (unavailable to Terrestrial level mastery).

Angry Predator Frenzy
Core, p. 433/434

Add (Strength) extra successes to raw damage of
decisive attacks, gain Defining Tie of savage hatred

to enemies. Rush reflexively. No disengage/withdraw.
Terrestrial/Mastery applies, please refer book.

Prey-Maiming Frenzy
Core, p. 432

Make a decisive savaging attack while grappling, adding
Strength to raw damage. Each round of control remaining

grants +1 Base Initiative. Once per fight.
Terrestrial: Maximum (Essence) in bonus Initiative.

Iron Claw Grip
Core, p. 432

Use after a successful grapple, but before rolling to
establish control. Extra successes on the gambit roll are

added to the number of rounds of control.
Mastery: Double9‘s on the grapple control roll.
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Striking Fury Claws
Core, p. 431

Convert extra successes on the attack roll into
post-soak damage dice. More powerful against enemies

that tried to escape by disengage/withdraw action.
Mastery: Converted dice also add to raw damage as well.

Stalking Cat Movement Meditation
Core, p. 433

Enemies at short or medium range must disengage to
move away from the Tiger Stylist, as if they were Close.

-1 Defenses against surprise attacks by the Exalt.
Mastery: May rush enemies while in stealth.

Leap From Cloaking Shadows
Core, p. 433

Double up to (half Strength) in 9s on an attack roll.
Double 8s as well if unexpected or on disengaging enemy.

Double 7s if both are applicable (not for Terrestrial)
Mastery: Every doubled die adds to raw damage as well.

Spine-Shattering Bite
Core, p. 433

Enhance a decisive attack of at least 3+ rolled lethal.
Forego two levels of damage to disable enemy movement.

The enemy can try to shake this effect:
Terrestrial: Once per fight, can be reset.

Raging Tiger Pounce
Core, p. 432

Enemies damage by the Raging Tiger Pounce are knocked
prone and must pay 2 Initative to rise from prone, which

grants the Tiger Stylist 3 Initiative when Tiger Form is active.
Mastery: Use to improve attacks against prone enemies.

☑
☑

Tiger Style Info
Tiger style emulates the ferocious strength and swift, 
pouncing strikes of the deadly predatory cats. Students
treat combat as a dance between predator and prey,
pursuing the foe with unmatched speed and unrelenting
patience to bring them down in a spectacle of ferocious
power.

Complementary Abilities: Tiger stylists make great use
of the Athletics Ability to move across the battlefield and
chase down their foes. Some can also use stealth to great
effect, ending a fight before it even has begun.

Weapons
• Unarmed
• Tiger Claws

Armor
Light armor only.

All 4 Charms


